TERMINOLOGY & ABBREVIATIONS:

Cased Opening        WC
ft.                   in.
sf                   sq. ft.

STANDARD RULE OF THUMB SIZES:

SPACE PLANNING:
- Fixture spacing in residential bathrooms
- Furnishing spacing in dining table layout
- Residential driveways
- Furnishing spacing in bedroom layout

FURNISHING FIXTURE SIZES:
- Interior residential closets
- Manufactured sizes for bathtubs, lavatories
- Standard sizes in beds
- Standard sizes of dining tables, chairs

PROBLEM SOLVING:

Converting square foot measurements into linear dimensions
220 sq. ft. = width x depth

Converting linear dimensions into square foot measurements
20 ft x 15'-6" = square feet
CONCEPTS:

Identify & describe major issues in designing a residential project to suit the individual clients' needs.

Describe how these issues can be important in quality residential design:
- Orientation
- Circulation
- Privacy
- Security
- Adjacency

RESOURCES:

Architecture: residential drawing & design - Clois Kicklighter
Architectural Graphic Standards - Student Edition
Timesaver Standards for Building Types
Housing by Lifestyle